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MY TRANSCRIPT AND OTHER POEMS 

 

By Anca Mihaela Bruma 
 

My Life was crafted by the same mystic edict!... 

Unbearable lightness and shadows of awe made me an addict... 

Burning the letters of My Name, it was the divine verdict,... 

So, lucid volts of eccentricity could not contradict!... 

 

Lost in dissociation, I needed My Life to decrypt, 

Writing a blue pamphlet, it sounded like a prescript, 

I resurfaced my apocrypha as the only way to exit... 

And another lifetime was added for me to rescript!... 

 

My smile was measured against the sunrise like a transcript 

And silence fell in raindrops, smelling like an eucalypt, 

Chanting in the shades of a star, it felt like a delict, 

A transparent sense of worth made me feel equipped! 

 

Mature circumstances demanded to write my manuscript, 

Practicing arpeggios, it was my only way how to depict, 

With white spaces and forgotten dreams, it was my script... 

Your Name sounded like My Name!... That is my Postscript! 

 

 

SATORI'S DANCE 

 

This is the dance of your Silence... 

a dance between compliance and defiance... 
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This is the story of dreams entwined 

and for you it was designed...  

This is your last story, 

of a Satori... 

But where are those blazes of glory?... 

 

RETROSPECTION... 

 

When timeline expires 

sensual sins 

curve my eyes inside... 

 

My story?!... still trapped 

in this electric silence 

as I lost the winter 

from your letter!... 

 

Left wondering 

suburbs of my soul, 

bittersweet horizons 

chant my name 

with the ambivalence 

of a dervish whisper... 

 

Your shadows....  

lost the punctuated rhythm 
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and curved my space 

beneath your breath. 

 

Do you know? 

You left your infinity 

sculptured on my skin!... 

 

YOUR LYRICAL BEING 

 

Your Nouns and Verbs 

fell on the floor 

in the attempt to create... 

a fragment of You... 

 

I gathered them 

in a box of spells and incantations, 

summoning music notes 

to recreate your Lyrical Being! 

 

 

Bio 

Anca Mihaela Bruma is Educator, lecturer, performance poet, eclectic thinker, mentor with staunch 

multi-cultural mindset and entrepreneurial attitude, Anca Mihaela Bruma considers herself a global 

citizen, having lived in four continents. Her eclecticism can be seen in her intertwined studies, she 

pursued: a Bachelor of Arts (Romania) and a Master of Business Administration (Australia). The 

author labels her own writings as being “mystically sensual”, a tool and path for women to claim their 

own inner feminine powers. She uses poetics as a form of literary education, self-discovery and social 
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engagement. Shge can be contacted at anca.mihaela.coach@gmail.com 
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